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HELLO ALL (The Group of 5,666+ and growing):

BLACKROCK, SNC & THE INFRASTRUCTURE BANK: MEET THE GLOBAL
CONSTRUCTION CARTEL

When the Canadian government entered into an agreement with BlackRock in
2017, what occurred was a partnership with the Canada Infrastructure Bank
("CIB"). In doing so, Canada became affiliated with the world construction
cartel. Key players in SNC Lavalin, the newly-minted CIB, and the Privy
Council are developers of the social economy, a complex scheme to
fleece Canada. They are operating above the law since that is exactly where
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fleece Canada. They are operating above the law since that is exactly where
these systems were created.

The CIB funding is going to support infrastructure overseas to back the
construction cartel. This is a funding resource for SNC because they have
been barred from bidding on World Bank projects. The CIB is wealth
transfer diverting Canadian tax dollars and pension funds to third-world
countries to build their infrastructure, create jobs, and stimulate their
economy. In the following article, you will see the current CIB board members
and how they overlap through government, business, and foundations. "This is
a very corrupt system!

Trudeau’s Infrastructure Bank, promoted by the Liberals as a tool for
developing infrastructure projects within Canada, was an out-right lie to
Canadians. Infrastructure development, jobs, and the economic growth
that comes with it was never intended to service the needs of Canadians,
but rather to benefit global construction companies and citizens of third-
world economies! Companies such as SNC-Lavalin were the only ones
awarded contracts and half of these contracts were funding for work outside
Canada.

This year’s election should definitely not focus on the dairy cartel and
supply management, for that is but a smoke screen when compared to the
billions of dollars at stake in the hands of the construction cartel and its
influence on Canada Infrastructure Bank. It is a cartel which includes not
only SNC-Lavalin, but many other corporations operating in Quebec,
including those supporting members of the People’s Party of Canada. Out
of 34 corporations that donated to Maxime Bernier, 21 were related to the
construction industry. After all, the Beauce is a lot more than just dairy! One
thing is certain, Canada is no longer a sovereign state but rather being run
like a corporation, whereby the rights of citizens are being left at the wayside
in favour of the globalist agenda. Canadians were never informed, never
consulted, nor did we vote for this. We are indeed living under "Canada
Inc." Or is it really "Quebec Inc.?

https://shawnpaulmelville.com/2019/03/18/blackrock-snc-canada-
infrastructure-bank-meet-the-global-construction-cartel/

THE CRIMINAL CARTEL OF THE CANADA INFRASTRUCTURE BANK
BOARD



BOARD

This is a follow up to “BlackRock, SNC & The Infrastructure Bank: Meet the
Global Construction Cartel” and continues with The Canada Infrastructure
Bank Board and the who’s who of global communist policy makers. The
same players transfer from boards of foundations to boards of corporations to
ministers of government, not because they are good at what they do, but
because they follow the rules of the multilateral (HYBRID) universe of
international treaties. It is big business to sell out the taxpayers and their
sovereignty to the one world government. This is all part of a greater plan
that is now unfolding before our very eyes!

https://shawnpaulmelville.com/2019/03/21/the-criminal-cartel-of-the-canada-
infrastructure-bank-board/

OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

1. From a Reader: It is interesting to note that just a few weeks ago the
Government of Quebec announced its budget. In his opening remarks, the
finance minister of Quebec noted that the Quebec economy wouldn't be
in such good shape "without the generosity of the Federal Liberal
Government"?? 
What he didn't say was that the equalization payment of $11 Billion dollars,
plus Morneau's additional $1.4 Billion given to the province in 2018 was on
the back of the Province of Alberta. Canadians have no idea just how badly
Alberta is being raped. Equalization payments to Quebec are just a vote
buying scam perpetrated by populous central Canada.

2. From a Reader: Just a few points for you to noodle, perhaps you already
know this. The BC LNG Canada facility will process about 2 Bcf/day (usually
LNG plants operate in multiples of 2 Bcf) and the fast tracked TransCanada
pipeline will take gas from NE BC (Fort Nelson) to the new plant. I believe that
today there is the ability to produce in excess of 4 Bcf/day from that area,
without any additional wells or productivity increases. So, if there was a new
plant built then, the only gas required would be supplied by BC, with royalties
and tax revenue therefrom to the direct benefit of BC and Ottawa. The LNG
Canada facility is owned 40% by Shell, 5% by Mitsubishi and 45% by Asian
companies. Those Asian companies and Shell will provide the gas, there will
NEVER be any Alberta gas shipped to those plants.



Prior to Shell committing to the final investment decision, there was a fast
tracked Pipeline (the North Montney line) which took only two months to
receive governmental and environmental approval to take some of that
north east gas into Alberta and connect with the Nova system. That will
effectively block small producers of gas in Alberta from using the system.
Who wins in that? The villains as above, since no royalties accrue to Alberta. I
think the throughput will be above 1.5 BCF/day. 
With the UCP now elected there are a multitude of items to attack to stymie
BC, but I fear that politics will take over and the status quo will be preserved.

3. From a Reader: Thanks for publishing the article by Diane Francis. She is
the first person I have read so far to hit upon the real problems in government.
A new government won’t change things since the same corrupt insiders and
backroom gangs will simply take one step back to allow their new government
leeches to have their turn at the tax trough, and they will be hungry. These
leaches can be identified by carefully reviewing the rewarded contracts
ongoing and in progress and hidden, and misnamed, all BIG. 
Your group as it grows, may just be the straw which breaks the corruption
network, called “Government”. Keep up your great work. SNC is only one of
numerous others, who decide not to stand on their own feet. They just got
caught.

4. From a Reader: Before you canonize Wilson-Raboult and Philpott don’t
forget they are both willing participants in the Liberal Party mechanism and
neither got to the positions in the Liberal Cabinet by being totally innocent
bystanders. They were very silent on the SNC Lavalin (and who knows what
else the Liberal Party has been up to) until they were thrust into a direct
confrontation with Trudeau and had to salvage their own political careers. 
I don’t believe there is a Federal politician of any party who is prepared to
place their constituents interests ahead of the Federal government. I am sure
they must be required to take some type of oath to that effect. I for one, am fed
up with being a colony of Central Canada and am prepared for Alberta to hold
a referendum and get us out of Confederation ASAP.

5. From a Reader: Friends....you have to read this article from the Post.......I
love his last line “Alberta’s disenchantment of Confederation is the distemper
of our time”. Too right, either we have an equal share and say or we simply
need to leave this unhappy marriage which is long overdue.....if other
provinces/territories want to come along this is good but enough is enough



provinces/territories want to come along this is good but enough is enough
and its just time to stop the Bullshit.....draw a line in the (oil) sand and call
Trudeau’s bluff with real meaning....we either work together as a family as
envisioned in the original confederation deal or we walk away, build our own
pipelines through Alaska or to the Hudson’s Bay or wherever we 
can sell Alberta crude at global values. Screw Ottawa...Quebec, Justin and
Horgan.......signed, a pissed off Albertan and a true Canadian (up to a
point)....... 
https://nationalpost.com/news/john-ivison-frustrated-albertans-want-to-see-a-
confrontational-jason-kenney

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. SCHEER DEMANDS CANADA PULL FUNDS FROM CHINESE
MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT BANK 
https://www.nationalnewswatch.com/2019/04/29/scheer-demands-canada-
pull-funds-from-chinese-multilateral-development-bank/#.XMhQ8C-ZOd0

2. TED MORTON: KENNEY'S EQUALIZATION REFERENDUM COULD
HELP END UNFAIR POLICY 
https://edmontonjournal.com/opinion/columnists/ted-morton-kenneys-
equalization-referendum-could-help-end-unfair-policy

3. FRONTIER CENTRE FOR PUBLIC POLICY: ALBERTA APPRECIATED,
NOT YET! 
https://fcpp.org/2019/03/24/alberta-appreciated-yet-not/

4. 17.5% OF CANADIANS FOR FEDERAL POSITION 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rwlk0rAsaSM

5. JOHN ROBSON: 97 PERCENT WRONG 
https://boereport.com/2019/03/25/robson-97-percent-wrong/

WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible



and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. That motivation should naturally flow from the fact
that Alberta’s energy business is the most important driver of the Canadian
economy and its health directly impacts the standard of living of every
Canadian. Unfortunately that has not happened so far!

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me. Thank
you for ALL of your support and interest!

Bob 
Robert J. Iverach, Q.C. 
Calgary, Alberta 
biverach@mac.com

If you wish to receive our emails, please email me at biverach@mac.com
stating "Subscribe". 
If you do not wish to receive them, please email me at biverach@mac.com"
stating "Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!. 
If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Alberta Action activities.
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